Environmental change can impact the stability of a population and cause a rapid decline 30 in abundance. Abundance--based early warning signals have been proposed to predict 31 such declines, but these have been shown to have limited success, leading to the 32 development of warning signals based on the distribution of fitness--related phenotypic 33 traits such as body size. The dynamics of such traits in response to external 34 environmental perturbations are controlled by a range of underlying factors such as 35 reproductive rate, genetic variation, and plasticity. However, it remains unknown how 36 such ecological and evolutionary factors affect the stability landscape of populations and 37 the detectability of abundance and trait--based warning signals of population decline.
Introduction

48
Projected anthropogenic influences on earth systems will continue to increase over the 49 next 100 years and will significantly change the earth's biota (Mora et al. 2013 ). The 50 impact of anthropogenic forcing can often bring natural populations and complex 51 ecosystems into the region of tipping points (Wissel 1984 
143
In this paper, we used a quantitative genetics framework to simulate the dynamics of a 144 population in response to gradual environmental change. We track both the population 145 dynamics and trait distribution until the simulated population collapses. We show that 146 this particular model exhibits critical slowing down behavior and hence is expected to 147 show EWS ( van Nes and Scheffer 2007) . We then assess whether genetic variation, 148 plasticity in the trait, and net reproductive rate alter the ball--in--cup landscape (stability 149 landscape) and consequently the strength in EWS. In addition, we assess the efficacy of that plasticity in the trait cannot evolve. We model an environment that determines the 168 optimal phenotypic value ! for the primary phenotype ! and also cues the plastic 169 response. The optimal phenotype. ! , is assumed to be linearly dependent on the 170 environment E that selects for a particular phenotypic value such that, ! = ! .
171
We included stochasticity in the environment ! as a Gaussian white noise process. The 172 optimal phenotype hence fluctuates as ! fluctuates over a mean value. As in Reed et al.
173
(2010), the environmental cue u and the optimal phenotype are drawn from a 174 bivariate normal distribution at each generation t with equal variances. The covariance 175 of u and is given by !,! = ! ! where is the correlation between and the cue u.
176
The environmental cue is drawn from the distribution with its mean value ! over 177 time given by:
given by:
182
We assumed that variances in the cue and the optimum are equal. This mimics the 183 situation, for instance, when variation in food availability is correlated with inter annual 184 variation in snow melt (Vuren & Armitage 1991) . determines predictability of the 185 environment such that = 1 means the environmental cue is correlated with the 186 optimum phenotype in a way that the plastic response tracks the optimum environment 187 perfectly. In such a case, the strength in plastic response of the trait will be determined 188 by b.
189
The mean phenotype at any generation t is then: = + ! and has variance:
. Without loss of generality, at the 191 reference environment, i.e., ! = 0, the phenotype is assumed to be at its optimum 192 value. Each individual in this population has a net reproductive fitness of R0 that is under 193 density--dependent regulation. The primary trait z determines its reproductive fitness in 194 the sense that:
where,
is a density--dependent function and W(z) is the Gaussian stabilizing 197 fitness function :
If the primary trait z is far from its optimum phenotype then its fitness will decline 200 depending on the width ! ! of the fitness function (z, ), which signifies the strength of selection. Assuming that the phenotypic distribution to be normal p(z), the average 202 reproductive fitness of the population will be
204
If time t is in generations, then population size at t+1 is
206 And the dynamics of mean phenotypic value is:
209
The 
Here n is the state of the system, which in our case is the 221 population size. The effective potential of our dynamical system is then (supplementary 222 4):
224 It is evident from the above equation (9) that the effective potential function is 225 dependent on three parameters: , , , where r = log(R0); =
; n = log(N) ; k= log(K). 
and R0 >1. Assuming that the phenotype is at its optimum ( = ) i.e.,
239
= 0, then for R0 >1 the positive equilibrium is stable due to ! = 1 − 1 + − 240 ! < 1. But as the forcing parameter =
increases over time (due to ! shifting and the phenotype lagging behind), ! slowly approaches 1 and the positive 242 equilibrium which is * = + − is initially stable but becomes unstable once ! 243 reaches 1. This happens when increases in the forcing parameter or increases in 244 maladaptation causes average population growth rate (4) also to reach 1. Once this 245 happens, the extinction equilibrium then becomes stable at = 1 and the two 246 equilibrium exchange stability at = 1. This is the definition of transcritical bifurcation.
247
Moreover, as approaches 1, the magnitude of ! becomes larger and the recovery rate 
in equation (9) is the evolutionary lag due to maladaptation of 322 the mean phenotype with the optimum (Lande 2009 ). The effective potential becomes 323 narrower with increasing strength in plasticity and consequentially increases stability, 324 i.e., the potential function becomes more negative (Fig. 2) (9), we also see that higher values of R0 lead to higher stability and 341 narrow potential curve for a given state of the population (Fig. 2) . Loss in stability is 342 more when R0 is higher for the same rate of change in the environmental change when 343 compared with a lower R0. Further, return time also decreases with increasing R0 344 (supplementary 2, Fig. S1 ).
The strength of EWSs of population collapse (Kendall's Tau value) was much higher in 348 populations which had high adaptive plasticity b = 0.6 ( Fig. 3a, d Our model simulations showed that genetic variation altered the detectability of 352 population collapse for the same rate of environmental change (Fig. 3b, 3e ). Higher higher R0 (Fig. 3c, 3f ). Both the leading indicators SD and AR1 showed similar behavior 359 in this aspect (Fig. 3c, 3f ), but Kendall's tau value of SD showed significant increases in 360 strength as net reproductive rate increased.
361
Simulations of population collapse: trait--based EWS
362
Including information from trait value alongside abundance--based EWS significantly 363 improved the strength of EWS of population collapse (Fig. 4, Fig S8--S9 ). In principle, AR1 364 was the least efficient of all the signals compared. However, when trait information was 365 included with AR1, strength in trait--based AR1 (trait+AR1) improved significantly 366 ( Fig.4) . Overall, the Kendall's Tau value of SD+trait was relatively higher than all the 367 other trait--based and abundance--based EWS. The extent of the distribution of Kendall's 368 tau values of SD+trait signal was much lower than that of just SD (Fig. 4) . This was 369 consistent across all the factors analyzed such as genetic variation, plasticity (Fig.4, Fig. 
Discussion
372
The early detection of population collapse with the help of EWS provides a unique tool 373 to highlight conservation efforts to a population approaching an impending transition. populations with lower reproductive rate recovered slowly due to a wide basin of 451 attraction than populations with higher net reproductive rate (Fig. 2, Fig. S1 ) and hence 452 strength in EWS was more pronounced in the latter.
453
Our modeling results suggested that including fitness--related trait information could Kendall's tau values compared to the generic abundance--based EWS (Fig. 4, Fig S8--S9 ).
458
In 
469
In conclusion, we showed that predictability of population collapse was affected by 470 factors intrinsic to a population like genetic variation, strength in adaptive plasticity and 471 net reproductive rate. Changes in these factors can not only alter the underlying 472 phenotypic and population dynamics, but also the potential energy landscape. 
